250W REAR HUB MOTOR
SHIMANO 7-SPEED DERAILLEUR
TORQUE: \( \geq 35\text{Nm} \)
TFT DISPLAY AND THREE LEVELS OF PEDAL ASSIST
MAX ASSIST: 25Km/h
SOLID DURABLE BIKE WITH POWERFUL ASSIST, SMOOTH RIDE BY SUSPENSION FORK
250W MID MOTOR
SHIMANO 7-SPEED DERAILLEUR
MAX TORQUE: 80Nm
TFT DISPLAY AND FIVE LEVELS OF PEDAL ASSIST
MAX ASSIST: 25Km/h
PISTOIA

MODERN BIKE WITH MID MOTOR AND ACCU BUILD IN FRAME (DETACHABLE)
250W MID MOTOR
SHIMANO 7-SPEED DERAILLEUR
MAX TORQUE: 80Nm
TFT DISPLAY AND FIVE LEVELS OF PEDAL ASSIST
MAX ASSIST: 25Km/h
XTRAIL SPORTS, ROUGH TERRAIN E-BIKE
250W REAR HUB MOTOR

SHIMANO 7-SPEED DERAILLEUR

MAX TORQUE: ≥35Nm

TFT DISPLAY AND THREE LEVELS OF PEDAL ASSIST

MAX ASSIST: 25KM/H
MODENA

SOLID DURABLE BIKE WITH POWERFULL ASSIST